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The right of reproduction to copy this article is reserved by the author. An interview with a woman who is a priestess of Abhimanyu Temple, Tiruvannamalai.[Identification of salamander eggs laid in moat and swamp water of Odessa]. Salamanders are ectothermic animals
that can be found everywhere where cold water sources occur, i.e., in water bodies. The study deals with the identification of eggs of the Salamandra salamandra L. and Salamandrella troyana (Gray) as well as the occurrence of Polypedates petersi (Pallas) and
Salamandrella cinerea (L.) in some water bodies of Odessa. The eggs of Salamandra salamandra L. were found only in one site of the May 2007. The nesting of the Salamandrella troyana was revealed at one site during the spring of 2006 and in the summer and autumn of
2007. In the water bodies where the eggs were found, P. petersi was found in June 2007. The eggs of S. cinerea, which was first recorded on the site of Zomurova in the autumn of 2006, were found for the first time in the moat of Odessa's Aquatic Park in 2007.In oil and
gas well drilling operations, it is highly desirable to obtain measurements of downhole and formation parameters during drilling and while circulating a drilling fluid or mud through a wellbore. To obtain such measurements, it is common practice to use a sonde that is
lowered into the wellbore after drilling and then raised to the surface of the wellbore when drilling is complete. Such sondes are usually electrically, hydraulically or pneumatically powered. When used in drill bit service, sondes perform well for measurements of drilling
parameters such as weight on the bit, torque, pressure pulsations, bit torque, etc. Such measurements are typically performed by transmitting and receiving data signals via the drill string. However, in some instances, such measurements can be performed by transmitting
the data signals through the drill string from the sonde to the surface of the well. In such instances, it is desirable to be able to reduce the flow of mud, or at least reduce the flow to a minimum. One of the disadvantages associated with using a mud flow through the drill
string in downhole applications is the associated equipment needed to control the flow of mud. Another disadvantage is that it can be an inconvenience to drill operators
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